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Abstract 
 

Switch open fault characteristics and simple diagnosis scheme in a permanent magnet 

synchronous generator (PMSG) based variable-speed grid-connected wind power conversion 

are presented. In the back-to-back converter, the failure in switching devices may occur 

either in a machine side converter (MSC) or in a grid side converter (GSC), which decreases 

the generator output power and degrades the stability in wind power generation system. To 

detect such a fault, a monitoring scheme for the second-order harmonic components in the q-

axis current is proposed, where the harmonic values are simultaneously observed in the MSC 

as well as in the GSC to monitor abnormal operation of system. To determine the harmonic 

values irrespective of operating conditions, the normalized currents are employed for the 

harmonic calculation. To verify the effectiveness of the proposed fault diagnosis scheme, the 

comparative simulation results are presented. As a result, an on-line simple diagnosis scheme 

which monitors the condition of generation system can be realized without requiring any 

additional hardware equipment. 
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1. Introduction 
Among various renewable energy resources connected to the grid, wind power generation 

is recognized as the most competitive and economic one, which leads to a rapid growth in the 

global wind power generation capacity [1-2]. A permanent magnet synchronous generator 

(PMSG) using a back-to-back converter for a variable-speed wind power generation has the 

advantages of simple structure, high efficiency, wide operating range, and no loss in field 

winding. Moreover, the permanent magnet excitation allows generators to have a smaller pole 

pitch as compared with the conventional ones, which makes it possible to design a generator 

at rated speeds of 20–200 rpm by adopting multiple pole configurations [3]. 

In a variable-speed PMSG based wind power generation system, a back-to-back converter 

is generally located between the generator and grid to convert the generator output power in 

variable voltage and frequency to the fixed voltage and frequency of grid [4]. The back-to-

back converter consists of two power electronics converters. One is the machine side 

converter (MSC) to convert the generated AC power into DC power and the other is the grid 

side converter (GSC) to convert the DC power into AC power in grid frequency. Whereas the 

MSC controls the generator speed to draw the maximum output power from wind turbine, the 

GSC controls the frequency and active/reactive powers for grid connection. 

As the level of wind energy penetration in the electrical power system is increased, the 

issue of improving the reliability and stability in the utility grid as well as wind power 
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generation system has become a major concern. This issue will become much more important 

considering that the recent large-scale wind power systems are often built in off shore or 

remote locations. An advanced maintenance scheme through a condition monitoring based on 

sensor network has been reported for the wind power system [5]. The analysis on the average 

fault rate in a wind power generation system has been presented in detail [6]. According to 

this work, the bearing, generator, rotor eccentricity, and electrical components are the main 

cause of faults. Among the faults in electrical components, 50% of the faults occur in the 

power converter such as back-to-back converters, and the other 50% in the remaining 

components. As a fault-tolerant operation, a modular power electronic converter has been 

proposed using isolated generator coils [7]. Although some fault detecting schemes of 

inverter as single unit have been studied [8], those under the direct connection to the wind 

turbine are not sufficient.  

A literature review on the fault diagnosis and protection methods of IGBT has been 

presented for power inverters [9]. Performance investigation and observer-based condition 

monitoring scheme have been studied for a PMSG based grid-connected wind power system 

under switch open fault [2]. A diagnosis method for the IGBT open switch fault has been 

developed for three-phase AC/DC PWM converter [10]. A voltage based approach to detect 

the open-switch fault without additional hardware has been proposed in the closed-loop PWM 

AC drives [11]. In this scheme, the information contained in the reference voltages which are 

available from the controller has been used as detection variables. Four detection techniques 

have been introduced for fault detection in voltage-fed PWM motor drive systems [12]. 

In the early stage of fault, the entire system may still operate. If left undetected, however, 

such a fault may easily bring about another failure. Even a minor fault can be rapidly 

expanded to many portions of system since the wind turbines often have severe mechanical 

and environmental stresses. Thus, to minimize the loss by detecting the fault at the initial 

stage, on-line basis fault diagnosis schemes are much required for the wind power system, 

where the controller should detect a fault during operation without any additional diagnostic 

equipment.  

There are several reasons that cause an open-switch fault. Thermal cycling may cause 

lifting of bonding wires and this in turn makes an open-switch fault occur. High collector 

current is also another cause of an open-switch fault. Finally, the failure in gate driver circuits 

is one of the most common causes of open-switch fault. If any kinds of open-switch faults 

occur either in a MSC or in a GSC, the power supplied to the grid is reduced continuously. 

Even if there are some passive protection devices such as the fuses or circuit breakers, such a 

protection disconnects the power sources and the continuous operation will be stopped 

suddenly. 

In this paper, switch open fault characteristics and simple diagnosis scheme in a back-to-

back converter are presented for a PMSG-based variable-speed grid-connected wind power 

conversion. In the back-to-back converter, the failure in switching devices may occur either in 

the MSC or in the GSC, which decreases the generator output power and degrades the 

stability in wind power generation system. Switch open faults are mainly due to the damage 

caused by over-current and prevent the normal operation of system. To detect such faults, a 

monitoring scheme for the second-order harmonic components in the q-axis current is 

proposed, where the harmonic values are simultaneously observed in the MSC as well as in 

the GSC to monitor abnormal operation. To determine the harmonic values irrespective of 

operating conditions, the normalized currents are employed for the harmonic analysis. The 

comparative simulation results are presented to verify that the proposed scheme is effective to 

detect the switch open fault in the back-to-back converter. As a result, an on-line simple 
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diagnosis scheme which monitors the condition of generation system can be realized without 

requiring any additional hardware equipment. 

 

 

2. Back-to-back Converter in Grid-connected Wind Power Systems 

The overall configuration of a wind power generation system employing a back-to-back 

converter is shown in Figure 1. The kinetic energy of wind produces a mechanical torque by a 

wind turbine, which is converted into the electric energy through the PMSG and back-to-back 

converter to supply to grid. The power converted by a wind turbine is expressed as follows 

[13]: 

),(5.0 3  pwindb CVAP  (1) 

where A is the cross sectional area of the rotor blade [ 2m ],   is the air density [ 3/ mkg ], Vwind 

is the wind velocity [m/s], Cp is the power coefficient of the turbine,   is the pitch angle, and 

  is the tip speed ratio (TSR). The power coefficient Cp is usually given as a function of the 

  as well as  . The power coefficient Cp represents the power conversion efficiency of the 

wind turbine and is expressed as [13] 
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Figure 1. Configuration of a Wind Power System Employing Back-to-back 
Converter 

Figure 2 shows the configuration of a controller for a wind power system. The speed and 

torque controls of the PMSG are achieved by a current control of the MSC. The current 

control is accomplished on the synchronous reference frame using the q-axis current 

reference of tbqem KTi /
max

*   and the d-axis current reference of 0* 
dem

i  for unity power factor. 

With the PI decoupling control, the voltage references are calculated as follows: 

qemdemdrqemqemimpmqem eiLiiskkv  ))(/( **  (3) 

qemqrdemdemimpmdem iLiiskkv  ))(/( **
 (4) 

where the subscript “m” denotes the variables in the MSC, the symbol “*” denotes the 

reference quantity, vqem and vdem are the q-axis and d-axis stator voltages, respectively, iqem  

and idem are the q-axis and d-axis stator currents, respectively, Lq and Ld are the q-axis and d-

axis inductances, respectively, r  is the electrical angular velocity of the generator, s is the 

Laplace operator, and kpm and kim represent the PI gains, respectively. Using the voltage 

references in (3) and (4), the transfer function from *

qem
i  to qem

i  can be obtained as follows:  
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Figure 2. Configuration of a Controller for a Wind Power System  

From the second-order transfer function in (5), the current controller bandwidth 
B

  can be 

effectively determined using the damping ratio and natural frequency [14]. Also, the transfer 

function and bandwidth for the d-axis current can be determined in a similar way. In the 

MSC, the q-axis and d-axis components of the currents control the generator torque and 

power factor, respectively, and the computed voltage references are applied with the space 

vector PWM technique [15]. 

In a variable-speed wind power system employing a back-to-back converter, while the 

MSC controls the generator torque and power factor through the current control, the GSC 

delivers the generated power to grid by controlling the inverter output current in phase with 

the grid voltage. When the input power to DC link becomes larger than the output power to 

grid, the DC link voltage is increased, and in the opposite case, the DC link voltage is 

decreased. By controlling the DC link voltage at constant level, the GSC can deliver the 

generated power from the MSC to grid. Using the PI control, the voltage controller can be 

obtained as 

))(/( **

DCDCivpvqeg VVskki   (6) 

where the subscript “g” represents the variables in the GSC and VDC is the DC link voltage. 

Using (6) and 0* 
deg

i , the current controller is achieved using the PI decoupling control on 

the synchronous reference frame as follows: 

qegdegseqegqegigpgqeg eiLiiskkv  ))(/( **  (7) 

degqegsedegdegigpgdeg eiLiiskkv  ))(/( **
 (8) 

where qeg
e  and deg

e  are the q-axis and d-axis grid voltages, respectively, and qeg
i  and deg

i  are 

the q-axis and d-axis GSC currents, respectively, kpg and kig represent the PI gains in the GSC, 

respectively. 

 

3. Open Fault Characteristics and Diagnosis Scheme 

When the switch open fault occurs in the MSC or GSC in a back-to-back converter, it will 

not be able to control the TSR in order to maintain the power coefficient of turbine at 

maximum. As a result, the maximum generated power as well as proper power conversion 

cannot be obtained in wind power system. Thus, an exact fault diagnosis is demanded to 
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improve the reliability and efficiency of system. When an open fault occurs in switching 

devices, three-phase balanced condition does not hold. The conventional dq variables in the 

MSC or GSC are not in pure DC components and include some second-order harmonic terms.   

In this section, open faults are detected in real time by monitoring the second-order 

harmonic components in the q-axis current. Figure 3 shows the process to calculate the 

second-order harmonic components in the MSC or GSC. To calculate the second-order 

harmonics in the q-axis current, the system should be in the steady-state since the harmonic 

analysis can be accomplished only in steady-state. The steady-state condition can be 

determined using the angular speed information of the generator and grid voltages. Once the 

steady-state condition is satisfied, the fundamental frequency and the number of periodic data 

are determined for harmonic analysis. To obtain the second-order harmonic components 

irrespective of operating speed and current level, the q-axis currents in the MSC and GSC are 

normalized using the magnitude of current vector as  

mqemmqn
ii

,,
/

s
i  (9) 

gqeggqn
ii

,,
/

s
i  (10) 

where 22

, demqemm
ii 

s
i  and 22

, gdeqegg
ii 

s
i . Using these normalized currents iqn,m and iqn,g, 

the harmonic analysis is carried out. This procedure is done simultaneously in the MSC as 

well as in the GSC to determine the second-order harmonic components hq2,MSC and hq2,GSC in 

the MSC and in the GSC, respectively. By monitoring the second-order harmonic terms in the 

q-axis current, the switch open fault in the back-to-back converter can be effectively detected. 

 

4. Simulation Result 

To verify that the proposed scheme is effective to detect the switch open fault, the 

simulation results are presented. The simulation has been done by using the PSIM software 

and the main controller is implemented with DLL blocks. The overall system consists of a 

wind turbine, a PMSG, a MSC, a GSC, and DLL blocks for the control and diagnosis 

algorithms. The sampling period is selected as 100 μsec for a current control in the MSC and 

GSC, and the computed reference voltages are applied through the symmetrical space vector 

PWM technique. Figure 4 shows the PSIM structure to develop a switch open fault in back-

to-back converter. 

 

 

Figure 3. Process for Calculating the Second-order Harmonic Components  
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Figure 4. PSIM Configuration to Develop a Switch Open Fault in Back-to-back 
Converter 

Figure 5 shows the simulation results for the wind power generation system under the 

normal operating conditions. While the MSC starts operation at t=0, the GSC does at 0.05 

sec. The first figure shows a-phase voltage vasm and current iasm in the MSC. The phase 

current is sinusoidal and in phase with voltage, providing unity power factor. The second 

figure represents a-phase grid voltage easg and current iasg controlled by the GSC. The GSC 

output current is also sinusoidal and in phase with the grid voltage, which delivers the power 

to grid with unity power factor. The third figure shows the control performance of the DC 

link voltage and the last figure shows the current control performance.  
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Figure 5. Simulation Results under the Normal Operating Conditions  

Figure 6 shows the simulation results for the fault detection when Tma+ in the MSC has an 

open fault at 0.2 sec. Due to the open fault, the system operation is changed abnormally from 

0.2 sec. Since three-phase currents cannot maintain balanced condition, the second-order 

harmonics are developed in the q-axis current. Also, the generator voltage waveform as well 

as the control quality in the DC link voltage is deteriorated. This disturbs a proper power 

conversion from the wind turbine to grid, resulting in the decrease in power factor and grid 

output power. The harmonic calculation for the open fault detection starts at 0.13 sec. 

Whereas the second-order harmonic values hq2,MSC and hq2,GSC in the MSC and GSC remain 

nearly zero under the normal conditions, the value of hq2,MSC in this case is increased 

considerably, which indicates an occurrence of open fault in the MSC. 
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Figure 6. Simulation Results under Tma+ Open Fault in the MSC 

Figure 7 illustrates the simulation results when the entire a-phase switch in the MSC has 

open fault. When the open fault occurs in the switches in entire leg, a-phase cannot be 

supplied from the generator. The a-phase current is maintained to zero and the other two 

phases have currents with opposite sign. A proper power conversion cannot be achieved and 

the severe performance degradation is produced in this case. The proposed scheme can be 

effectively used to detect the switch open fault even in this case. 
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Figure 7. Simulation Results under Entire Switch (Tma+ and Tma-) Open in the 
MSC  

Figure 8 and Figure 9 show the simulation results when the GSC has open fault at Tga+ and 

at switches in the entire leg, respectively. In these cases, the second-order harmonic 

component hq2,GSC is significantly increased instead of the values hq2,MSC, which means that the 

GSC is operated in abnormal state while the MSC is in normal operating condition. It is noted 

that these cases may yield a catastrophic situation unless the whole system does not stop 

promptly. As is well observed in the third figure, the DC link voltage is dramatically 

increased when the GSC cannot work properly. Even though the power is continuously 

injected into the DC link from the wind turbine due to the normal operation of the MSC, this 

power cannot be effectively transferred to grid due to the failure in the GSC. This injected 

power continuously increases the DC link voltage to destroy the DC link capacitor. 

From these results, it can be confirmed that monitoring the second-order harmonic in the q-

axis current can be used effectively to detect an abnormal operation in the back-to-back 

converter. 
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Figure 8. Simulation Results under Tga+ Open Fault in the GSC  
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Figure 9. Simulation Results under Entire Switch (Tga+ and Tga-) open in the 
GSC  

5. Conclusions 

In this paper, switch open fault characteristics and simple diagnosis scheme in a PMSG 

based variable-speed grid-connected wind power conversion has been presented through the 

integrated simulation study. In the back-to-back converter, the failure in switching devices 

may occur either in the MSC or in the GSC, which decreases the generator output power and 

degrades the stability in wind power generation system. If left undetected, this fault may even 

lead to another failure such as the destruction of DC link capacitor or other electrical 

components. As an effective diagnostic way, a monitoring scheme for the second-order 

harmonic components in the q-axis current has been proposed, where the harmonic values are 

simultaneously observed in the MSC as well as in the GSC to monitor abnormal operation of 
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system. To determine the harmonic values irrespective of operating conditions, the 

normalized currents are employed for the harmonic calculation. To verify the effectiveness of 

the proposed fault diagnosis scheme, the comparative simulation results have been presented. 

As a result, an on-line simple diagnosis scheme which monitors the condition of generation 

system can be realized without requiring any additional hardware equipment. 
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